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Over the past 3.8 billion years, the maximum size of life has increased by

approximately 18 orders of magnitude. Much of this increase is associated

with two major evolutionary innovations: the evolution of eukaryotes from

prokaryotic cells approximately 1.9 billion years ago (Ga), and multicellular

life diversifying from unicellular ancestors approximately 0.6 Ga. However,

the quantitative relationship between organismal size and structural com-

plexity remains poorly documented. We assessed this relationship using a

comprehensive dataset that includes organismal size and level of biological

complexity for 11 172 extant genera. We find that the distributions of sizes

within complexity levels are unimodal, whereas the aggregate distribution is

multimodal. Moreover, both the mean size and the range of size occupied

increases with each additional level of complexity. Increases in size range

are non-symmetric: the maximum organismal size increases more than the

minimum. The majority of the observed increase in organismal size over

the history of life on the Earth is accounted for by two discrete jumps in com-

plexity rather than evolutionary trends within levels of complexity. Our results

provide quantitative support for an evolutionary expansion away from a

minimal size constraint and suggest a fundamental rescaling of the constraints

on minimal and maximal size as biological complexity increases.
1. Introduction
The size of the largest organism on the Earth has increased by approximately

18 orders of magnitude over the course of the Geozoic (approx. 3.8 billion years

ago (Ga)–present [1]). Much of this increase occurred during two major jumps

associated with the origin of eukaryotic cells approximately 1.9 Ga and animals

approximately 0.6 Ga [2]. Though increases in the largest known organisms have

been well documented [2], changes in the overall distribution of organismal sizes

over the Geozoic remain poorly characterized. The evolutionary increases in size

correspond to increases in biological complexity. There are two forms of complex-

ity. The first is defined by structural hierarchy [3], or ‘vertical’ complexity [4], which

is the number of levels of nestedness or levels of organization in an organism. For

example, solitary eukaryotic cells arose historically as an association of prokaryotic

cells [5] and are therefore one vertical level above prokaryotes. A multicellular

eukaryotic organism is an association of unicellular protists [6] and is therefore

one level higher yet. Vertical complexity contrasts with ‘horizontal’ complexity,

which is the number of part types within a given level, such as the number of
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cell types within an animal [7]. Here, we use the word ‘complex-

ity’ in its vertical, anatomical sense.

The qualitative trajectory of maximum organismal size

over the history of life suggests a connection between com-

plexity and size. However, in the absence of data describing

the full distribution of organismal sizes, the precise nature

of the relationship between complexity and other aspects of

the size distribution, such as the minimum, median, mean

and range, has remained largely unexplored. Furthermore,

there remains the question of whether the observed increases

in maximum size [2] and complexity [3,8] are the results of

driven or passive evolutionary processes [9].

Stanley [10] (see also Gould [11,12]) argued that trends

such as increases in mean and maximum organismal size

were best explained as increases in variance in a system

dominated by passive processes and bounded by a minimum

size, rather than driven trends reflecting selective advantages

associated with larger size. This increasing-variance hypoth-

esis predicts a diffusion-like evolutionary process with a

single constraint on absolute minimum size. If this process

operates, organismal size should appear to diffuse away

from a single absolute minimum size, and the diffusion

should be independent of complexity level. A further predic-

tion is that all of life, in aggregate, follows a right-skewed,

unimodal size–frequency distribution [12]. Alternatively,

Knoll & Bambach [13] described the history of life as a

sequence of evolutionary megatrajectories, or a linked series

of discrete trends, that have played out during the Geozoic.

Their megatrajectories are not purely structural—as vertical

complexity is—but also have an ecological dimension.

Adapting their hypothesis to the vertical complexity case,

the expectation is that the variance in size within each mega-

trajectory increased over geologic time, but is bounded by

both minimum and maximum constraints imposed by hier-

archical structure at each level. For example, the smallest

possible prokaryotic cell—a size minimum for that level—is

thought to require a diameter of at least 250 nm, just large

enough for a minimum number of ribosomes to mediate

gene expression [14]. At the other extreme, a prokaryotic

cell cannot become so large that metabolites and essential

biomolecules cannot reach the cell’s interior through diffusion

[15], suggesting that increased vertical complexity was a prere-

quisite for evolving organisms substantially larger than a

prokaryote. The megatrajectory hypothesis [13] further postu-

lates that episodic increases in maximum complexity occurred

over time as constraints on the maximum were occasionally

and successively surmounted by organisms possessing key

evolutionary innovations.

This suggestion is different from, and independent of,

earlier findings and theorizing on complexity in the horizon-

tal sense, number of part types. For example, earlier studies

examining the relationship between size and horizontal com-

plexity found a log-linear relationship between size and the

number of cell types in clades as diverse as animals, plants

and multicellular algae [16]. Bonner [17] suggested that this

log-linearity represented a trade-off between size and internal

physiological efficiency.

Here we quantify the relationship between vertical com-

plexity and the distribution of organismal sizes across a

wide range of organisms, from viruses to multicellular eukar-

yotes. Using a dataset of organismal sizes categorized into

four levels of complexity, we compare two models that

require increased complexity as a prerequisite for evolving
organisms substantially larger than a prokaryote. In the

first model, based on Stanley [10] and Gould [11,12], the evol-

ution of organismal size diffuses away from a single absolute

minimum size, is independent of complexity level, and is

characterized by a unimodal, right-skewed size distribution.

In the second model, based on Knoll & Bambach [13], size

evolution is dependent upon the level of vertical complexity,

and each complexity level is characterized by a unimodal size

distribution bound by both a minimum and maximum size.
2. Data and methods
We classify organisms into four levels of vertical complexity:

(i) virus, (ii) single-celled prokaryote, (iii) single-celled eukar-

yote and (iv) non-colonial multicellular eukaryote. The main

advantage of our framework is that it is purely structural and

can, in principle, be expanded and applied across all levels of

biological organization from organic molecules to planetary

biospheres [3]. Because the criteria for each level are strictly

structural, assignment of a taxon to a level of complexity

can be done objectively and unambiguously for the vast

majority of organisms. We avoid using mixed criteria that

confound structure, function and ecology. The hierarchy

used here allows direct comparison among levels and

avoids concepts that might seem to be complexity related

but are difficult to quantify, such as intelligence.

We assessed the relationship between vertical complexity

and organismal size using a dataset that includes biovolume

(in units of cubic millimetres) for 11 172 living genera. Our

data span all four levels of complexity and include all three

domains of life plus viruses. Sizes were compiled at the

genus level, using the holotype to estimate biovolume when

possible. We chose genera as our operational units to facilitate

data acquisition and to minimize the statistical noise associ-

ated with identifying species [18]. Size distributions can be

based on body size estimates compiled using various oper-

ational units (specimens, species types, genus types, etc.).

However, at the broadest scale of domains, the choice of the

operational unit is inconsequential because subtle differences

in taxonomic resolution at the finest scales, as well as inconsis-

tencies in how those units are defined across domains, are

analytically negligible.

Viruses, which are included here, are not named and

organized within the Linnaean classification system; thus, tax-

onomy did not guide our data collection for viruses. Rather,

we compiled virus capsid sizes without regard for formal

classification. Nevertheless, our virus compilation includes

single- and double-stranded forms of DNA and RNA viruses.

We included mainly viruses that infect plants, and also some

that infect mammals and invertebrates.

Biovolume was estimated as a three-dimensional ellipsoid

based on linear measurements of the three primary body/

cell/capsid axes taken from illustrated specimens or listed in

the text of publications. To ensure we captured the total orga-

nismal size range, we included the largest and smallest

known organisms for each vertical level (see the electronic

supplementary material for size sources and data). We exam-

ined the distribution of sizes within each complexity level,

noting the centre and range of size within each distribution.

Biovolume was log10 transformed prior to all analyses.

A Brown–Forsythe test of equal variances was used to test

for significant differences in variance among vertical levels

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Aggregated distributions of organismal size. (a) The hypothetical unimodal right-skewed distribution of organismal sizes expected under the Gould [12]
model. (b) The observed distribution of organismal sizes in our data. The grey area highlights the cumulative distribution of sizes and the coloured lines correspond
to the distributions of the individual vertical levels of complexity. (c) Subsampled distributions where protists and multicellular eukaryotes are assumed to be one-
half and one-quarter as diverse, respectively, as prokaryotes. (d ) Subsampled distributions where the relative diversities are assumed to be proportional to the
estimates for prokaryotes, protists and multicellular eukaryotes [18]. Subsampling our data does not produce the unimodal distribution predicted by Gould
[12]. Grey areas of (c) and (d ) are the 50th percentile of 10 000 subsampled distributions. The solid coloured lines are the 50th percentiles of the individual
levels and the coloured areas bound the 5th and 95th percentiles. Regardless of subsampling, the overall distribution remains multimodal.
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using the lawstat [19] package for R [20]. We tested for

multimodality with Hartigan’s dip test [21] using the diptest
package [22] for R [20].

We tested for sampling effects on the modality of our data

by subsampling each complexity level such that true diversities

(i.e. species richness) were proportionally represented; we

assume that genus richness is proportional to species richness

[23]. Our largest sample is for multicellular eukaryotes

followed by protists, prokaryotes and viruses. We note that

(i) the proportion of extant species that have been discovered

and described is relatively low, (ii) extrapolating the planet’s

true biodiversity is not straightforward and (iii) these estimates

are imprecise [24,25]. These difficulties, combined with the fact

that diversity estimates of viruses, prokaryotes and eukaryotes

are typically conducted separately and with different method-

ologies, makes determining the precise relative diversities of

these groups difficult. We used subsampling with replacement

to compare among-level size distributions in a way that more

realistically reflects the true relative diversities of the groups

sampled. Owing to the small sample of virus sizes in our

data (405 viral ‘species’) and their large estimated diversity of

approximately 100 000 000 genomic species [26], they have

been excluded from subsampling. Including the viruses as

the most diverse group in subsamples would force subsamples

of the other levels to be too small to meaningfully interpret.

Subsampling was done with two different treatments of the

relative diversity of prokaryotes, solitary eukaryotes and multi-

cellular eukaryotes. For the first (factor-of-two) subsampling

treatment, we assumed that prokaryotes are the most diverse

group and that unicellular eukaryotes were half as diverse as

the prokaryotes and that multicellular eukaryotes are half as
diverse as unicellular eukaryotes. This simple model is consist-

ent with Gould’s [12] qualitative perception of diversity. The

use of other scaling factors produces similar results to those

reported here. The second (estimated diversity) subsampling

treatment assumed that there are 3.83 million species of prokar-

yotes, 1.5 million species of protists, and 56 000 species of

multicellular eukaryotes [27]. The prokaryotes have the smal-

lest sample size (n ¼ 851) in our dataset; thus, their observed

distribution was used without subsampling. Subsampling to

these relative diversities was carried out 10 000 times.
3. Results
The size–frequency distribution of each vertical level is

approximately unimodal. However, there is a hint of bimodal-

ity in the protists (figure 2b; electronic supplementary material,

figure S1) that reflects a slight over-representation of Foramini-

fera, one of the most diverse groups of protists, in our dataset.

However, the degree of bimodality is low and the distributions

of Foraminifera and non-foraminiferan protists largely overlap

(electronic supplementary material, figure S4).

The aggregate size distribution of all organisms is strongly

multimodal (figure 1b); Hartigan’s dip test rejects the null

hypothesis of unimodality (D ¼ 0.02, p�0:001). This multi-

modality persists so long as protists and animals constitute a

non-negligible fraction of total diversity. The first treatment

(factor of two), where diversity in higher complexity groupings

is assumed to be half that of lower levels, remains significantly

multimodal (figure 1c). The second treatment (estimated diver-

sity), where distributions are adjusted to match estimates of
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the size distributions within each level of vertical complexity. All organism sizes (cubic millimetres) were log10 transformed
before calculating statistics.

n min max range midpoint mean median s.d.
coefficient
of variation

virus 405 215.5 29.5 6.0 212.5 213.1 213.5 1.06 0.081

prokaryote 851 211.4 20.7 10.7 26.1 28.8 28.8 0.80 0.091

protist 1284 29.6 5.3 14.9 22.2 22.0 22.2 2.14 1.070

multicellular eukaryote 8632 26.7 11.7 18.4 2.5 3.1 3.5 2.55 0.816
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relative diversity in each group, is statistically indistinguish-

able from unimodality (figure 1d), but this must be the case

simply because of the extreme weighting of a single complexity

level: prokaryotes. Neither the raw nor corrected size distri-

butions reproduce the pattern predicted by Gould [12].

Three principal patterns emerge when comparing the size

distributions of genera among the complexity levels. First,

the mean biovolume within each level of complexity is five to

eight orders of magnitude larger than at the next lower level;

this is also true for medians and size-range midpoints

(figure 2 and table 1; electronic supplementary material,

figure S1). The tails of adjacent levels overlap—such that the

largest ‘simpler’ organisms are larger than the smallest organ-

isms of each subsequent level—but the modes are well

separated (figure 2).
Second, the range of sizes within each level increases as

complexity increases from viruses to multicellular eukaryotes

(figure 2 and table 1; electronic supplementary material,

figure S1). Ascending the complexity hierarchy, the total

span of sizes increases by many orders of magnitude compared

with the preceding level (table 1). Viruses span six orders of

magnitude, whereas prokaryotes span nearly 11, protists

span 19 and multicellular eukaryotes span 23. Moreover, the

variances also differ significantly among levels (Brown–For-

sythe test of equal variances; F ¼ 270.7, p�0:001); this result

holds when comparing all levels simultaneously as well as

for comparisons between adjacent vertical levels, such as pro-

karyotes and protists (table 2). The sole exception to this

pattern is the comparison between viruses and prokaryotes,

where viruses have a slightly larger variance. Data presented

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 2. Results from Brown – Forsythe test of equal variances. The top
row shows results for comparing all levels simultaneously. The bottom
three rows show the results of comparisons between adjacent vertical
levels.

difference
in variance

test
statistic p-value

all levels n.a. 273.3 �0:0001

virus versus prokaryote 20.51 49.7 �0:0001

prokaryote versus

protist

3.97 497.1 �0:0001

protist versus

multicellular

eukaryote

1.90 39.9 �0:0001
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here are log10 transformed to reduce statistical problems associ-

ated with differences in scale. However, the coefficient of

variation (cv) can be used to further correct for differences in

mean values associated with each level (table 1). These results

are similar to the raw sample standard deviations. The cv

increases from viruses to prokaryotes, but multicellular eukar-

yotes have a slightly smaller cv than protists.

Third, there is a striking asymmetry between the increases

in minimum and maximum size bounds (table 1). Minimum

size increases by two-to-four orders of magnitude as each

level of the hierarchy is breached, whereas the maximum size

increases by six-to-nine orders of magnitude. For example,

the minimum sizes of prokaryotes and protists differ by

1.8 log10 units while the maximum sizes of these two groups

differ by 6.8 log10 units.
4. Discussion
The results indicate that the distribution of organismal sizes

across the tree of life is multimodal. Moreover, the aggregate

distribution is composed of distinct subgroups distinguished

by levels of structural complexity: each level of complexity

has its own unimodal size distribution, differing in minimum,

median, mean and maximum size as well as size range from all

other levels (figure 1b). Our analyses suggest that biological

structure limits the range of potential sizes, consistent with pre-

vious suggestions that each level of complexity is bounded by

minimum and maximum constraints [13].

For three out of four levels of complexity (virus, prokaryote

and protist), we have compiled data from taxonomic compen-

dia to ensure representative sampling of the intra-level size

distributions. However, for the multicellular eukaryotes we

relied on taxon-specific literature and database sources.

Despite some unavoidable bias in data compilation, we have

sampled across the size range of non-colonial multicellular

eukaryotes from nematodes to mammals and trees. The most

obvious bias in the multicellular eukaryote dataset is that,

relative to the phylum with the largest number of genera in

our dataset, the Mollusca, we have over-sampled Nematoda

and under-sampled Arthropoda [24] because of the availability

of appropriate taxonomic compendia (i.e. the ‘monographic

effect’). More proportionate sampling, however, is unlikely to

qualitatively change the observed patterns. Increasing the
representation of arthropods, particularly of insects, would cer-

tainly shift the mode of the size distribution towards smaller

sizes, but it would still not overlap with the protist mode.

When we examine a sample of fossil insect sizes alongside

the extant multicellular and unicellular eukaryotes in our

dataset, the modal size class of fossil insects falls between the

modes for extant multicellular eukaryotes and protists

observed in our data (electronic supplementary material,

figure S2). Including the hyper-diverse Insecta is only likely

to decrease the multicellular eukaryote mode by at most one

or two log10 biovolume units; that is, the mode would

remain distinct from the protist size mode.

The unimodality of sizes within each level (figure 2)

suggests that organisms at each level of complexity must be

substantially larger than those of the preceding level, largely

because individuals are composed of multiple components

from the lower level. This constraint does not apply to horizon-

tal complexity, however, which allows continuous

relationships between cell types and body size. It is also

compatible with the observation that Linnaean classes of

multicellular eukaryotes are symmetrically distributed indivi-

dually and sum to a unimodal, approximately symmetric

distribution (electronic supplementary material, figure S3).

Our results suggest that there are constraints on both the

minimum and maximum sizes for each level of complexity.

We sampled the extreme sizes for all levels to ensure accurate

representation of the overall known organismal size range

(figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S1), but

we emphasize that the current limits are not necessarily

equivalent to the theoretical ones.

We can use the size distributions of fossil organisms to

test the hypothesis that increasing complexity is necessary for

large and rapid increases in size. The earliest genera preserved

in the fossil record after each major complexity transition have

approximately the same median and mean sizes as their

modern counterparts and are much larger than their contem-

poraries at the next lower level (figure 3). The observed

patterns may be distorted by differential fossilization of organ-

isms in different size classes. For example, the fact that all

pre-Statherian (greater than 1800 Myr) fossil prokaryotes

fall within the large end of the modern cell-size distribu-

tion (figure 3) suggests a size bias in preservation. This

apparent bias strengthens the argument that the size jump

from prokaryotes to unicellular eukaryotes during the Stather-

ian Period is much larger than the subsequent increase in

median size of protists. Similarly, the increase in median

size from unicellular eukaryotes to multicellular eukaryotes

is larger than the subsequent increase in the median size

of multicellular eukaryotes. Notably, the size distributions

of Statherian (1800–1600 Myr), Cryogenian (850–635 Myr),

Ediacaran (635–541 Myr) and modern protists are quite similar

(figure 3). The similarity is particularly remarkable given

that our samples of living taxa include many clades that lack

mineralized tests and are typically not represented as fossils.

Likewise, the median size of early animals during the

Cambrian (541–485 Myr) is 0.8 log10 biovolume units smaller

than the median size of modern multicellular eukaryotes.

This increase in median size from the Cambrian to the recent

is small compared with the 5.7 log10 biovolume unit difference

between modern protists and multicellular eukaryotes.

The fossil record of Ediacaran multicellular eukaryotes is

dominated by large-bodied, stem-group animals whose

relationships to crown-group phyla are uncertain [28], and
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whose preservation occurred through a mode that is not

common in Earth’s history either before or after [29]. Together

these factors likely explain the large median size of Ediacaran

multicellular eukaryotes.

Our results are most consistent with the hypothesis that

minimum size constraints arise from physical factors while

constraints on maximum size arise from physiological factors

[30,31]. This is almost certainly the case for prokaryotes,

where the smallest species have just enough cell volume to

contain the necessary genome, ribosomes and proteins to

function as prokaryotes, whereas the largest species are lim-

ited by diffusion of materials across their surface area [15].

The largest known prokaryote, Thiomargarita namibiensis
Schulz and others 1999, is approximately eight orders of

magnitude larger in biovolume than the modal prokaryote.

These extremely large prokaryotes have large vacuoles that

occupy up to 98% of the cell’s volume [32], thus limiting

the metabolically active portion of the cell to a thin outer

shell and shortening the distance over which materials

must diffuse into and out of the cell. The extreme sizes of

protists are likely to be limited by the same factors: a small

cell must be large enough to contain all its necessary parts,

while at large size transporting materials into, out of and

within a cell becomes limiting. Protists, like all eukaryotes,

use cytoplasmic streaming to facilitate intracellular transport.

Animals appear to follow a similar pattern whereby the

smallest animals, the parasitic myxozoans, are composed of

only a few cells and possess highly reduced genomes [33].

The sizes of some of the largest multicellular eukaryotes,
the baleen whales, are potentially constrained by a number

of physiological factors such as thermoregulation [34] and

the ability to acquire enough food [35,36].

Simple scaling calculations illustrate the metabolic chal-

lenges of being very large. Consider time scales of O2

transport within a cell by both diffusion and cytoplasmic

streaming, where the former scales with the square of length

while the latter scales with length ([37] and references therein).

It would take O2 approximately 104 s to diffuse through a

spherical prokaryote that is 1 mm in diameter. In a same-

sized protist, mixing via cytoplasmic streaming at a typical

streaming rate would take approximately 102 s. Scaling up

the sizes of these hypothetical organisms two orders of magni-

tude to a diameter of 10 cm, the diffusion and mixing times

would be approximately 107 and 104 s, respectively. These

times for intracellular O2 transport do not preclude the evol-

ution of centimetre-scale bacteria or metre-scale protists, but

such organisms would necessarily have extremely low meta-

bolic rates. Intra-organism transport calculations are not so

simple for multicellular organisms, which have evolved respir-

atory organs and circulatory systems. Nevertheless, there are

metabolic constraints to being very large. For example, the

energetic cost of lunge feeding increases with size such that

whales larger than the largest known blue whale would require

too much recovery time after each feeding lunge to meet the

total metabolic demand [36].

Constraints on ‘body’ size for viruses may differ from those

of cellular organisms because as non-cellular obligate parasites

they do not have a self-sustained metabolism. Nonetheless, we
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hypothesize that the constraint on minimum size in viruses is

the same as that for the other organisms discussed here: they

must be large enough to contain the minimum number of pro-

teins to form a capsid and a minimum amount of genetic

material to insert into a host’s genome for replication.

However, the constraint on maximum virus size is unlikely

to be physiological, because viruses are not metabolically

active and rely on their host for reproduction. Rather, the lar-

gest viruses appear to be limited by the sizes of their hosts

[38]. Viruses are reproduced inside the cell of their host and

so must be smaller than their host cell and possess a genome

that is small relative to that of the host [38]. The recently discov-

ered giant Kloneuviruses—which probably evolved from small

viral ancestors by acquiring a large number of genes from cel-

lular hosts [39]—provide another example of increasing size

due to increasing horizontal complexity, though as obligate

parasites they still must be small relative to their host cells.

Each hierarchical level exhibits a unimodal size distribution

with its mean and median located near the midpoint of the

range (figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

The generation of these size–frequency distributions most

likely involves some form of taxon sorting [40], and, specifi-

cally, effect-macroevolution [41,42]. Effect-macroevolution is

postulated to occur when the trait undergoing evolution is a

property of the organism rather than an emergent property

of a higher-level taxon, and the trait is associated with differen-

tial macroevolutionary dynamics at those higher levels (e.g.

extinction rate covaries with body size). Maurer et al. [43] mod-

elled effect-macroevolution in isolation and in combination

with anagenetic evolution to explain the skewness observed

in mammalian body size distributions across continents.

They found that a variety of parameter combinations, includ-

ing size-related biases in origination and extinction rates, can

produce skewed and symmetric size–frequency distributions.

More concretely, if organisms near the lower size limit of

each vertical level tend to have reduced genomes, as do the

parasitic myxozoans [33], then they may have less genetic vari-

ation, and hence lower speciation rates. Very large organisms

also may have lower speciation rates because larger organisms

typically have large geographical ranges [44], size-specific

behavioural adaptations [45] or because they operate very

close to their metabolic limits, as is the case with blue whales

[36]. Importantly, in this view, these rate differentials are

macroevolutionary properties, and there is no implication

that individuals in species far from the mode are less fit than

those nearer to it.

The effect-macroevolution hypothesis is difficult to test

without comprehensive phylogenies or robust fossil data for

all levels of complexity, but it is consistent with the explanation

for size evolution in terrestrial mammals over the Cenozoic [46]

and marine animals over the Phanerozoic [47]. Given the taxo-

nomic scope and the relatively low proportion of total diversity

sampled in the present study, quantitative assessment of skew-

ness is beyond the scope of our available data. Nevertheless,

taxon sorting by effect-macroevolution is one potential expla-

nation for the shapes of the size–frequency distributions

across hierarchical levels [43].

Alternatively, the size distributions observed here could

result from purely stochastic variations in origination and

extinction rates with no covariation between size and macro-

evolutionary rates, in other words, simply from increasing

variance. Such a process was hypothesized by Stanley [10]

(see also [11,12]), who proposed that size evolved as an increase
in variance without any size-related biases in macroevolution-

ary processes. The resulting distribution, if free of or distant

from constraints, would be unimodal, symmetric and centred

on the ancestral size. There is some support in our data for

the increasing-variance hypothesis within vertical levels.

At all three complexity levels for which we have fossil data,

the sizes of the first species in the fossil record are very close

to the modal size of their modern counterparts (figure 3).

If the increasing variance model holds, then the current size

distributions are evolutionarily contingent: the distributions

resulted from a diffusion-like evolutionary process initialized

at the ancestral size. Diffusion-like processes operating

within each hierarchical level do not imply that there is no

selection. At the higher level of vertical complexity, the multi-

tude of selective processes operating at lower levels may

produce the emergent patterns that resemble diffusion [10].

Regardless of whether or not diffusive evolution is the

primary mode operating within complexity levels, we can

test for differences and commonalities in process among the

levels. Under a model of diffusive evolution, the range of

sizes observed among crown groups is determined by the

time origination and the rate of speciation [48]. If we

assume size changes between ancestors and descendants

are sampled from a single distribution with a time-invariant

standard deviation and further assume constant speciation

rates across all clades, we would expect older clades to

occupy larger size ranges. Similarly, if we assume variable

rates of speciation but equal evolutionary age, we would

expect clades with faster rates to occupy larger size ranges.

Our data on the total size ranges occupied at each level of

complexity are not consistent with either of these predictions.

The two oldest groups considered here are the viruses and pro-

karyotes. The age of the first virus is not known because viruses

lack a fossil record, but given that they are obligate parasites on

cellular organisms, the simplest assumption is that they post-

date the prokaryotes, which originated approximately 3.8 Ga.

The fossil record shows that solitary eukaryotes first appeared

approximately 1.9 Ga, followed by metazoans at or shortly

before 0.6 Ga. Given this evolutionary sequence, we would

expect prokaryotes and viruses to occupy the largest range in

size, followed by protists and then multicellular eukaryotes

(figure 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S1). This

prediction is not borne out by the data. The smallest range in

size is occupied by the viruses, followed by prokaryotes, pro-

tists and multicellular eukaryotes.

Considering molecular evolutionary rates, again we find

discordance between the expected and observed outcomes.

Viruses have the highest per nucleotide per generation

mutation rates [49] and the smallest range in size (figure 2

and table 1; electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

At the other end of the hierarchy, multicellular eukaryotes

have the largest size range (figure 2 and table 1; electronic

supplementary material, figure S1), but mutation rates inter-

mediate between those of prokaryotes and those of viruses

[49]. The size distribution data presented here (figures 1, 2

and table 1; electronic supplementary material, figure S1)

do not support uniform rates of size evolution across the

complexity hierarchy.

We find that viruses conform to the overall patterns

exhibited by cellular life despite ambiguity over whether

they are living organisms. Viruses are unusual in that they

probably arose by a decrease in vertical complexity from cel-

lular ancestors [50,51]. Partial decreases in vertical
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complexity—what have been called the ‘minor transitions’ in

evolution [52], such as the transitions from simple multicellu-

larity to solitary living in certain algae—are not uncommon.

In fact, decreases of this sort were slightly more common than

partial increases [52]. Larger downward transitions—full

drops from one vertical level to the next one down—appear

to have occurred multiple times. The transitions from bacteria

to viruses are examples of this [51], as is the evolution of clon-

ally transmissible cancers in dogs and Tasmanian devils [53].

Nevertheless, the size range of viruses conforms to the pat-

tern of smaller size and reduced size range relative to those

of the next higher level (figure 2; electronic supplementary

material, figure S1). This observation suggests that size

ranges within levels of vertical organization are bounded

by real biological limits, whether physical or physiological,

that are independent of phylogeny. Thus, a derived state of

reduced vertical complexity does not carry the ancestral

size constraints of the previously occupied vertical level. In

other words, the size of a virus that evolved from a cellular

organism is constrained by the complexity associated with

being a virus and not by the shared evolutionary history

with much larger cellular organisms.

Of course, there are potential constraints on organismal size

other than vertical complexity. The most obvious is predation

pressure, which has been argued to drive size increases in

both prey and predator species. For example, escalatory ‘arms

races’ have been implicated in driving increases in body size

and the diversification of morphological defence mechanisms

during the Mesozoic marine revolution [54]. Such dynamics

have most likely been important in shaping the size distributions

of particular clades within levels of hierarchical complexity (e.g.

families of gastropods), but they do not explain why each level

exhibits an overall unimodal size distribution despite complex

interactions among component taxa. Because extant life spans

23 orders of magnitude, species that are too small or too large

to be consumed by other species are exceedingly rare.

The size distributions from the fossil record demonstrate

large jumps in size when new levels of complexity evolve,
followed by increase in variance around the initial median size

(figure 3). These jumps are not simple shifts in central tendency

(mean, median and mode), but rather fundamental changes in

the shape of size distributions, including their dispersions,

minima and maxima. This observation provides strong evidence

that vertical complexity has been the major factor limiting the

sizes of organisms across all grades of life. The earliest members

of each new complexity level quickly reach the mode for that

level, and the total size range within a level increases over evol-

utionary time as new species evolve mechanisms for exploiting

body size niches far from the modal size.

In summary, body size data spanning all major branches on

the tree of life reveal discrete macroevolutionary modes for

different levels of vertical complexity. The individual size dis-

tributions for multicellular eukaryotes, protists, prokaryotes

and viruses are approximately unimodal and symmetric, but

the combined distribution is multimodal and highly asym-

metric. Evolutionary innovations associated with new levels

of complexity therefore appear to be fundamentally different

in nature from those that arise within complexity levels.
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